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About This Game

Still remember Running Through Russia?
Meet the second part!

Running Through Russia 2 - funny runner with bunch of stereotypes about Russia and russian people.
Drink vodka, jump above the bears and RUN, RUN AS FAR AS YOU CAN!!!

This is the second part, so:
Updated characters, 4 new levels, funny gameplay, new stable engine and much more!

Let your running continue!
Let's run!
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P.S. The game is not intended to insult or humiliate any individual or people. Also, developers aren't responsible for any damage
given to your health by alcohol.
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Title: Running Through Russia 2
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Spell Helix
Publisher:
Spell Helix
Release Date: 15 Jun, 2018
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English,Russian
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running through russia 2

Good game makes you feal like you are in the fight with comand with your voice and the high detail in the game. very good
with a very good campain keeps you own your feet.. The game is basically a Supply Chain Management wet dream, as you can
have 100+ ships all automated working for you, along with tons of sweatshops and other things. You can put your Trading
Office to buy/sell things automatically for you. Very handy to purchase a lot of goods while you fast forward the game to get
your ship where you want to. If you will use this, the game is fairly easy and you can focus on macro-managing.. My previous
review was about how I could not get this game working but I have figured it out. Under the games properties /compatibility I
clicked the Run in 640 x 480 screen resolution. If you still have issues, do it for all users also.

The game has lots of videos/listening and cutscenes. They did an amazing job on the art. Just wished it was easier to get it
working at first.. Really good and funny game, very good control of the jetpack work like a charm in my 2 VR rigs (fx9590,
32gb ddr3, gtx780ti, vive, win 8.1 and phenom 1055t@3200 8gb ddr3@1600 gtx660 win 7x64 so no ASW working), i buyed at
normal price and i dont regret, but for 3.74??? put your thief mask and steal it to the developer NOW!!! :D. Money well spend...
I had to stop myself from playing it so that when the game is more fully fleshed out I'll be able to enjoy that without having been
burnt out on it already. It DOES need more differentiated content: sectors are pretty same-y (though there are at least a couple
of different types of sectors) and could use more crafting options among other things (I'd love something like a top-down X3)
but there is already a good deal that I like about the game.. Good old game but LAN multiplayer is not working.. Fun game to
play over and over again. Would recommend highly.
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A very short, but high quality, soundtrack.

  If you can dig a bit of hot, swingin' jazz with a sprinkling of country, only one question remains: is it worth 99c for three brief
tracks? (Especially when the third is a mere "joke" track of the band tuning up?!) If your answer is no, best wait for a sale.

  Verdict: 7.5\/10.

(PS If you enjoyed this review, feel free to check out my two Curator pages: 
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/9284586-ReviewsJustfortheHELLofit\/
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/10868048-Truly-Horrible-Horror-Games\/?appid=398210
Cheers!). (Review counted as the Complete Sam and Max Series 1,2 and 3)
Really entertaining and funny point and click adventure game. Though I admit I am a bit dumb when it came to puzzles in this
game...often ended up looking up guides >w> SHHHHH! In all honesty the puzzles (basicly everything you do in the game) are
all well thought out so there isn't any super unrealistic answer to a problem that hasn't been hinted slightly in the game....Like
pixel searching or using items together in a way that makes no sense to solve a problem.

Get it if you love point and click adventure games because this is as good as it gets!! ^.^ As long as you dont mind 15 games
appearing in your games library after only buying 3...... I wish the intro was skipable. I've learned to get it loading and walk off
to do something else in the meantime. The DC fanservice and references are hilarious, which made the experience a lot of fun. I
recently completed a second campaign with a friend. I keep coming back when I need stress relief. There are definitely some
glitches that make things frustrating, but overall quite a fun game and worth the price. I enjoyed the DLC, but get it bundled
together, not separately. Or, wait for a sale. Either way.. It is an alright game. could deffinetly be more exciting. Like if things
broke on the game actually show them broken. maybe have a stove fire. a bed bug infestaion. instead of just somethings broken,
and theres a red light over it. I would also like to be able to interact with characters around town, and in the houses I own. They
could tell me what they need. like if rent is to high, or if it is a steal. The ability to add on things to the building to bring up rent.
like a new room, a pool, a backyard. Pets. If someone wants a pet they have to pay a fee. Also my landlord is so boring. Not
stlish at all. I want them to wear a fancy dress. lol! I hope you make this game better because it is really bare bones to me. My
roommate told me I should get into game design. He himself has worked on video games. Thank you!. Pros:
Lengthy compaign, lots of side quests and a nice epilogue
Great music
Challenging combat on hard difficulty.

Cons:
Random encounter is a bit annoying as it takes a while to get to the moster nodes.
Some late game dungeons are confusing.

Overall a nice game.. cool game and i love it
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